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Abstract-Nowadays,netdisks have played an important role in 

our life. The main problem of those netdisks is that they 

generally provide functions of file storage and retrieve, but fail 

to support document collaborative editing. In this paper, we 

analyse architectures of the general netdisks and propose a 

method to expand the function of document collaborative 

editing for netdisks. Based on the extended method, we further 

design, implement a document collaborative editing system 

named DAVOffice, and combine it to a netdisks interface. 

Extensive experiments are conducted and the results verify 

that the proposed method is reasonable, easy to combine 

netdisks and extend collaborative editing functions for netdisks. 

Specifically, the proposed method can effectively expand 

applications of netdisks and this connection has achieved lower 

communication traffic compared with several similar 

well-known products. 

Keywords-cloud platform; netdisks; collaborative editing; 

online storage system; interface. 

I INTRODUCTION 

Google proposed the concept of cloud computing in 
2007.Since then, more and more Internet business giants 
focus on cloud computing, so cloud computing has a rapid 
development. As a new type of service delivery and usage 
model, cloud computing is a calculated method that is based 
on the Internet, which can provide users with the software 
and hardware platform and network resources. It is more 
and more widely used because of its good expansibility, 
stability, generality and cheap cost. 

With the development of office products, cloud office 
and online office have become a new type of office platform. 
In a narrow sense, cloud office focuses on “office 
documents”, providing document editing, storage, 
collaboration, communication, mobile office, workflow and 
other SaaS cloud service, which can improve work 
efficiency, reduce operating costs and help users to share 
information and communication [1]. 

There is no doubt that netdisks office is an important 
field of cloud office. More and more companies provide 
netdisks service for the public, such as Baidu, 360, Kingsoft, 
and etc. At present, the domestic netdisks provide online 
storage as main function, also support documents 
management which including upload and download files. In 
addition, documents can be shared with each other by links. 
Moreover, online preview also can be supported. However, 
almost all the domestic netdisks cannot provide document 

content collaborative editing which bring inconvenience to 
people’s daily work. 

OneDrive and Google Drive are very famous foreign 
netdisks. Compared with domestic netdisks, they can 
support more functions. OneDrive can share documents 
with other users through getting documents links. Only in 
this way can users edit the documents collaboratively. 
However, users can only use Microsoft’s Office Online or 
local Office to edit the documents. Obviously, OneDrive has 
poor platform versatility [2-3]. Moreover, OneDrive doesn’t 
support version recovery. Google Drive can support 
document collaborative editing and can also recover 
documents’ changes of within 30 days. But the disadvantage 
of Google Drive is that it can only use GoogleDoc to edit 
documents [4-7]. So Google Drive also has a strong 
dependence on platform. 

From the analysis mentioned above, we know that 
netdisks either cannot provide document collaborative 
editing, or support this type of function but has the poor 
platform independence. To solve this problem, this paper 
analyses the framework of common cloud storage netdisks. 
Based on the framework features, a method named 
DAVOffice is proposed in this paper to extend document 
collaborative editing for netdisks. This method can make 
netdisks easily call collaborative editing system, and let 
netdisks have the ability of collaborative editing. More 
importantly, the communication traffic of DAVOffice is 
lower and the system performance is better than other 
solutions. Therefore, users’ experiences have been improved 
as the reduced communication traffic is able to shorten the 
transmission delay [8-10] and increase the quality of 
experience. 

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. In 
section 2, we analyse the common netdisk’s architecture. In 
section 3, we present a method of extending the function of 
document collaborative editing for netdisks. A prototype 
system is realized and system architecture is described in 
section 4. To prove the correct of presented method, a set of 
intensive experiments is shown in section 5, and finally, the 
conclusion and future works in section 6. 

II ANALYSIS OF COMMON NETDISKS’ 

ARCHITECTURE 

Some literatures [11-14] analysed netdisks framework 
from different perspectives, in which, [11] and [12] divided 
the netdisks architecture into four layers. This four-layered 
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cloud storage architecture can improve system performance 
and scalability. Literature [13] also divided cloud storage 
into four layers in order to solve data-intensive applications. 
Compared with other cloud storage architecture, this 
architecture is more efficient when dealing with the 
data-intensive applications. Five-layered netdisks 
architecture is proposed in literature [14], including network 
and storage infrastructure layer, storage management layer, 
metadata management, storage overlay layer and service 
interface layer. This architecture is based on the 
four-layered architecture. The difference between them is 
that five-layered architecture adds the metadata 
management layer to facilitate information management and 
load balancing among different domains.  

At present, four-layered cloud storage architecture is a 
common one used by domestic vendors,for example Baidu, 
360, Kingsoft and so forth. This kind of architecture has 
many significant advantages, such as good system 
performance, strong scalability and high security. 

Therefore, this paper will analyse four-layered netdisks 
architecture, shown as Figure 1. Based on the architecture, 
document co-editing function is added and implemented 
over netdisks. 

 

 
Figure 1. Common architecture of netdisks. 

Storage layer, providing virtual resources for users, 
focuses on virtual machine management, storage 
virtualization and state supervision. In order to facilitate the 
management of hardware resources, VMware Sphere, a 
management software of hardware resources, is usually used 
to monitor and maintain hardware devices, and manage 
device virtualization and multi-link redundancy. 

Cluster system, distributed file management system, data 
encryption and backup and load balancing belong to the 
infrastructure management layer. In this layer, hadoop, 
HDFS (distributed file management system) and data 
encryption technology are widely used as the middleware, 
which can help multiple storage devices work together to 
provide services to outside. In this way, we can get stronger 
and better data access performance. 

Because of interface for interacting with outside, 
application interface layer becomes the most flexible part of 
cloud storage. By using interface, netdisks can combine 
third-party software with them to extend their functions. For 
example, netdisks can provide mail service by intergrating 
e-mail system into netdisks. In short, application interface 
layer plays an important role in extending netdisks 
functions. 

Access layer, facing to users directly, is located on top 
of netdisks architecture. Generally, netdisks provide two 
access methods: by client or by webpage. All the functions 
of uploading, downloading sharing files stored in netdisks 
are implemented in this layer. Accordingly, access layer can 
make users communicate with netdisks. 

III SOLUTION OF EXTENDING NETDISKS’ 

FUNCTION 

A. Design Philosophy 

According to the analysis of previous section, common 
architecture of network disks can be divided into four layers, 
in which interface layer provides a channel of extending 
netdisks’ functions. Accordingly, when extending document 
co-editing function over netdisks, application interface layer 
should be used. Based on the idea, we rebuild the netdisks’ 
architecture, shown as Figure 2. 

 

  
Figure 2. The architecture of netdisks with document collaborative editing 

function. 

To keep consistent with the common architecture of 
network disks, the architecture that will integrate 
collaborative editing system still keeps four layers, shown 
as figure 2. The differences between these two architectures 
are top two layers. Application layer, corresponding to the 
interface layer in figure 1, adds collaborative editing 
InteractionAPI and access control. The former can make 
netdisks realize document collaborative editing function. 
Users can collaboratively operate documents stored in 
netdisks by InteractionAPI. InteractionAPI is an interface 
that can let netdisks interact with document co-editing 
system. Actually, it is an important issue for netdisks to 
ensure the secure of the documents stored in netdisks, so 
access control is essential, such as controlling read or write 
document paragraphs. Access layer corresponds to the top 
layer in Figure 1. Web access way is used in this layer. 
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Compared with other access ways, web access way can 
guarantee users to access netdisks conveniently without 
downloading any client application. 

Cloud computing center layer corresponds to the storage 
layer in Figure 1. This layer is the foundation of cloud 
storage, and it manages physical devices and connects cloud 
storage devices together by WAN, Internet or dedicated 
network. This layer provides convenient service for the 
upper layers of netdisks by scheduling storage resources. 

B. Interface Design 

Interface design aims at free data exchange and share 
among different systems. Good interface design can reduce 
the system interdependence and improve system 
compatibility and portability. In the background of netdisks, 
the interface design relevant to collaborative editing not 
only needs to meet the common architecture requirements of 
netdisks but also need to shield the implementation details 
of co-editing function. With the help of interface, netdisks 
only need to transmit documents and user information to 
co-editing system instead of considering collaborative 
control. 

InteractionAPI defined in Figure 2 is an interface which 
help netdisks invoke the document collaborative editing 
system. Necessary information needs be transferred from by 
InteractionAPI . Apart from document collaborative editing 
function, user and security management over netdisks can 
also be realized. Based on the design idea of interface, four 
basic methods are defined in InteractionAPI: 

interface InteractionAPI { 
openFile(FileName);//open file method 
getUserInfo(UserName);//get user informations 
downloadFileToDir(FileName,Target Path,User 

Information); 
//download document to the target directory the user 

specified 
uploadFileToDIr(FileName,Target Path,User 

Information); 
//upload document to the target directory the user 

specified 
1) openFile: This method can open the documents 

stored in cloud platform layer. Documents need to be loaded 
to local browser when users edit documents firstly. Then 
document collaborative editing system will display the 
contents of documents. 

2) getUserInfo: As the same as documents, user 
information is also stored in the cloud platform layer. The 
current user information (including user name, document 
update time and the colour of document content) is obtained 
by getUserInfo method which can provide information for 
the initialization of document collaborative editing system. 

3) downloadFileToDir: This method can download 
documents to the user-specified directory, and then open the 
file. This method must be used with openFile method 
simultaneously. 

4) uploadFileToDir: This method can upload 
documents to the user-specified directory. When users finish 
editing, document should be saved. Then, uploadFileToDir 
method is called by system and upload finished editing 

documents to the distributed file management system. Save 
method need to work with this method together. 

Document collaborative editing function for netdisks is 
supported by InteractionAPI, and the process of open 
operation is shown in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3. Netdisks and document collaborative editing system to open file 

by calling the interface.  

When user requests to open file, system will first call the 
method which is in access control to check the user’s 
legality. If invalid, system will refuse the request directly, 
otherwise, netdisks call getUserInfo method, which is in 
InteractionAPI, to initialize document collaborative editing 
system. The initialization of document co-editing system 
includes two parts: 1) show user interface in web page. 2) 
trigger the monitor of document co-editing system to 
capture user’s behaviour. 

After completing initialization, the system will invoke 
downloadFileToDir method to download a document to 
current user directory, and then invoke openFile method to 
open the document. Since then, all the document operations 
are totally controlled by co-editing system, which is 
responsible for the multi-person collaboration editing, 
synchronous and concurrent control to ensure the 
document’s content consistency. 

IV IMPLEMENTATION OF COLLABORATIVE 

EDITING SYSTEM OVER NETDISKS 

According to the method discussed above, we 
implemented a document collaborative editing system over 
a netdisk. The system principle is illustrated in Figure 4. 
Interaction interface is one that interconnects netdisks with 
document co-editing system. By using , netdisks can 
provide powerful collaboration editing function. 
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Figure 4. The principle of document collaborative editing system over 

netdisk. 

Based on the common architecture of cloud storage, we 
build a prototype using hadoop, HDFS and Hbase. The 
functions of the prototype are listed as follows: 

1) User Management: including user information 
management, user registration, user login and user 
information updating. 

2) Folder Management: including add, delete and 
rename folder. 

3) Documents Management: including upload, 
download, move, and delete document, and document 
sharing. 

Download method in this section has different definition 
with section 2.2 mentioned. The former aims at user and 
user can download document by using download method 
directly. The latter can help document collaborative editing 
system to work. Document is downloaded in the temporary 
directory specified by user. User cannot get document 
directly. 

User management, data management and cluster state 
management is supported by netdisks. User can access 
netdisks by Web page. 

The object of user management is user information. 
System can exchange information with Hbase database by 
data access object. 

Data management aims at managing files. Using HDFS 
store document and operate file by HDFS API. 

Cluster operation log is managed by cluster state 
management which can ensure the cluster work 
methodically. 

Document collaborative editing system is mainly 
divided into three parts: client, control server and file server. 

Client is oriented for the user, providing document 
preview and editing interface. Control server is responsible 
for the revision control, synchronization control and editing 
control. In file server, system accesses OOXML document, 
UOF document and ODF document by different document 
API. OOXML[15] is a technical specification for Office 
2007 and is the international standard of document format. 
UOF[16] is the China’s domestic document standard and is 
short for “standard text”. ODF[17] is a  standard based on 
the XML file format specification, which is developed by 

Sun Microsystem and is an international standard issued in 
2006. 

Revision control means to produce and manage 
modification information according to the procedure of 
editing documents when processing online documents, in 
order to backtrack documents to any state before. Viewing 
document revision information, document editing trace, 
content reply and revision revocation are realized in this 
module. Client displays revision interface and submit edited 
content to server. Control server, according to submitting 
time, line up the document operations from different users 
to form diverse document versions. Then, control server 
copes conflicts generated in the control processing and 
returns result to client. Finally, client will analyse protocol 
and display result. 

Synchronous control provides the function of 
collaborative editing user sharing the latest status of the 
Web document in anytime. This function can avoid the 
conflicts occurring in the process of collaborative work 
which is the foundation of revision control and editing 
control. In synchronous control, client is responsible for the 
encapsulation of request protocol, the analysis of the 
response protocol and the display of document content. 
Control server is in charge of analysing the protocol sent by 
client, adding concurrency control and synchronous display 
control according to the result, afterwards sending the 
operation request to server. After that, dealing requests 
backed from server. Finally, packing operation response 
protocol and sending to client which can achieve 
synchronous display in every client. 

Editing control is used to control the editing function of 
the document collaborative system. Document collaborative 
editing system can support the function of many people to 
edit the same document together. For example, when a user 
edits a paragraph, it is necessary to lock the editing 
paragraph to avoid conflicts during the editing process. The 
function provided by client is different from server 
supported. Client provides editing function and the server is 
responsible for concurrency control in multiple user 
document editing. 

The most important function provided by netdisks is 
document storage. Documents are stored in HDFS. When 
user wants to access document stored in HDFS, document 
collaborative editing system will download document to the 
temporary folder from HDFS by InteractionAPI. After that, 
the document collaborative editing system is responsible for 
document collaborative editing process. When all users 
about this document finish document editing, document is 
closed and uploaded to the HDFS through InteractionAPI. 

The main interface of system is shown in Figure 5. 
DAVOffice is the name of system. 
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Figure 5. Document collaborative editing system interface. 

V EXPERIMENT ANALYSIS 

This paper verifies the proposed method from two 
aspects, including function test and performance test. For 
the former, experiment focuses on traditional netdisks and 
DAVOffice, and the latter, experiment focuses on 
well-known document collaborative system and 
DAVOffice. 

A. Function Test 

The following tests are performed by using the 
traditional netdisks and DAVOffice. 

1) Add, delete and rename folder. 
2) Add, delete and rename document. 
3) Test and verify if documents can be shared with 

other users in netdisks. 
4) Insert, delete and update document content. 
5) Test and verify synchronization: if a document 

can be correctly edited by three different users 
synchronously. 

6) Test and verify if documents can be correctly 
recovered to any previous version by different users. 

The result of function test is shown in Table 1, which 
demonstrates that traditional netdisks can only provide file 
or folder management and document sharing. The 
function-expanding netdisk, namely DAVOffice, can 
provide not only the functions that traditional netdisks have, 
but also document co-editing services that traditional 
netdisks don’t have. Apparently, DAVOffice has more 
powerful functions compared with traditional netdisks, 
therefore, can improve users’ work efficiency and be 
convenient for daily work. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TABLE I.  COMPARISON OF FUNCTION TEST. 

Test Items Traditional Netdisks DAVOffice 

File Management √ √ 

Folder Management √ √ 

Document Sharing √ √ 

Editing Control × √ 

Synchronization Control × √ 

Revision Control × √ 

B. Performance Test 

In document collaborative editing system, 
communication traffic and the response time are the 
important indicator of system performance evaluation. The 
lower communication traffic is, the better performance 
system will be. Similarly, the shorter response time is, the 
better performance system will be. However, collaborative 
editing is severely affected by network environment, 
therefore, it’s hard to make a meaningful comparison for 
response time between other collaborative editing system 
and DAVOffice. Communication traffic, by contrast, is 
suitable for system performance evaluation for its 
independence of transmission latencies. So finally, we 
decided to test and compare communication traffic of four 
different cooperative editing systems, including DAVOffice, 
OneDrive, Google Drive and Baihui Write. 

For the four systems mentioned above, we executed 
insert, delete and update operations respectively in different 
size of OOXML documents from 10KB, 50KB, 100KB, 
150KB, 200KB, 500KB to 1M. The tests show that the 
communication traffic has no concern with document size, 
but relevant to the number of operated characters. In this 
paper, for simplicity, we only take an OOXML document of 
10KB size as an example to illustrate the relationship 
between communication traffic and the number of operated 
characters. 

In four document collaboration systems mentioned 
above, Insert operation, delete operation and update 
operation are added in 10KB OOXML document. The 
character number of each operation is 2, 10, 30, 50, 70, 100, 
130, 150, 170 and 200, respectively. The communication 
traffic statistics is illustrated in Figure 6, 7 and 8. 
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Figure 6. Insert operation statistic. 

 
Figure 7. Delete operation statistic. 

 
Figure 8. Update operation statistic. 

Apparently, from the above statistical results, the 
communication traffic of DAVOffice is lower than other 
document collaboration systems. The result shows that 
DAVOffice’s communication cost is low, while the system 
performance is better. This is especially significant to 
increase users’ quality of experience, as more 
communication traffic definitely result in more time delay to 
finish those transmissions [8-11]. 

The result shows that the presented method of extending 
document collaborative editing function over netdisks is 
reasonable, and can easily extend the document 
collaborative editing function for netdisks and system 
performance is better than other well-known document 
collaborative editing system. 

VI CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we analyse the development of netdisks 
and point out problems in the current netdisks system. 
Specifically, most of the current netdisks cannot provide 
document collaborative editing. Although some systems 
support this type of functions, they have very strong 
platform independence. Based on the universal four layer 
netdisks architecture, in this paper, we propose a method to 
expand document collaborative editing functions for 
netdisks. Leveraged by this method, a prototype is designed 
and implemented in this paper. Extensive experiments have 
been conducted and those results verify that the proposed 
method is effective and can easily combine netdisks with 
document collaborative editing. Most importantly, users’ 
quality of experience has been improved as the 
communication traffic has been greatly decreased. 

Combining netdisks with document collaborative editing 
system can bring convenience but security concerns are also 
raised. Those concerns include the security of streaming 
documents over netdisks, the security of paragraph content 
and the request from different domain [18-19]. All those 
concerns are going to be addressed in our future work. 
Specifically, one of our future works is to design a 
streaming document access control model in cloud 
environment aiming to address the streaming document 
security problem under cloud environment.  
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